Ontological possibility and the Red Queen
“We think we’ve been given a gi , and it turns out to have been a catastrophe.”1
Ontological possibility2 is the most radical instance of phenotypic plas city3 to have developed
on the planet. Consequently the range and depth of environmental coping and niche-forming is
greater in human being than in any other species. West-Eberhard notes “the evolu onary
importance of learning and culture—aspects of behavioral plas city that can speed phenotypic
change (e.g. via inven on and imita on) and enable plas c individuals to make adap ve
decisions among alterna ve behavioral phenotypes.”4
Why is speed in phenotypic change important? Van Valen proposed an explana on with his Red
Queen5 hypothesis; the theory, as Lewon n put it, “that the environment is constantly decaying
with respect to exis ng organisms, so that natural selec on operates essen ally to enable the
organisms to maintain their state of adapta on rather than to improve it.”6 Organisms have to
change as fast as does their environment (which includes other species) in order to stave oﬀ
ex nc on. Ontological possibility enables Homo sapiens to “run at least twice as fast as that.”
The source for changeability has been heritable varia on. Lewon n again:
“For a species to remain in existence in the face of a constantly changing
environment it must have suﬃcient heritable varia on of the right kind to
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change adap vely. For example, as a region becomes drier because of
progressive changes in rainfall pa erns, plants may respond by evolving a deeper
root system or a thicker cu cle on the leaves, but only if their gene pool contains
gene c varia on for root length or cu cle thickness, and successfully only if
there is enough gene c varia on so that the species can change as fast as the
environment. If gene c varia on is inadequate, the species will become ex nct.
The gene c resources of a species are ﬁnite, and eventually the environment will
change so rapidly that the species is sure to become ex nct.”7
If ‘inven on’ is a kind of varia on, and if ‘imita on’ a kind of heritability, then ‘inven on and
imita on’ together increase the fund of resources enabling species to change adap vely. “It is
important to realize,” per West-Eberhard, “that plas city itself is a trait subject to natural
selec on and evolu onary change.”8 Vermeij describes the structural moments of such a
generalized plas city:
“Selec on operates whenever variants diﬀer in characteris cs that are
transmi ed through replica on or some other form of reproduc on or reten on,
and whenever these characteris cs are consistently related to performance. . . .
Regardless of how variants arise or how informa on is transmi ed, selec on
occurs through diﬀeren al culling of variants according to the performance of
en es in which these variants are expressed. I reserve Darwin’s term ‘natural
selec on’ for the diﬀeren al representa on of gene cally based variants from
one genera on of organisms to the next.”9
The novel dimension of ontological possibility10 comes closer to ‘plas city itself’ than anything
else we know of. West-Eberhard does not further specify the mechanisms of ‘inven on and
imita on.’ By placing them in the context of culture and learning she implicitly excludes
long-term adap ve processes reliant on gene c varia on; processes like “making [inven ng] a
lung with a piece of esophagus,”11 and plant genitalia’s mimicry (imita on) of the shape of a bee
or the odor of damaged leaves.12 For the case of human being anyhow ‘inven on and imita on’
are aspects of the existen al Verstehen.
As Heidegger writes in the Kant book of 1929,
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“With the existence of human beings there occurs an irrup on into the totality of
beings, so that now being in itself ﬁrst becomes manifest, i.e., as being, in varying
degrees, according to various levels of clarity, in various degrees of certainty. . . .
the understanding—and Fundamental Ontology shows us precisely this—is not
just a type of knowing, but on the contrary is primarily a basic moment of
exis ng in general . . .”13
For Heidegger ‘understanding,’ Verstehen, is “the being of ability-to-be,” Verstehen ist das Sein .
. . Seinkönnens.14 The core of Verstehen is the phenomenon of the as-structure, die Als-Struktur,
the ‘as-something.’ The phenomenon of the ‘as’ is
“the structure that belongs to understanding as such [die zum Verstehen als
solchem gehört].” “The ‘as’ is the basic structure whereby we understand and
have access to anything [die Grundstruktur von Verständnis und Zugänglichkeit].”
“The structure of the ‘as’ is the fundamental hermeneu cal structure of the
being of that being which we call existence (human life).” “Acts of directly taking
something, having something, dealing with it ‘as something,’ are so original [so
ursprünglich] that trying to understand anything without employing the ‘as’
requires (if it’s possible at all) a peculiar inversion of the natural order. . . . [Such
an a empt] occurs only within an as-structured experience and by prescinding
from the ‘as’ – which is the same as admi ng that as-structured experience [das
als-ha e Erfahren] is primary [Primäre], since it is what one must ﬁrst of all
prescind from.”15
In Heidegger’s fundamental ontology the phenomenon of ‘the clearing,’ die Lichtung, enables
understanding by illumina ng, laying bare, en es as for-taking-as.16 Other animals –
chimpanzees, for example17 – may possess a constrained, non-discursive as-structure, but only
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human being ‘has’ the clearing. Animals are ‘poor in world,’ whereas human being is
‘world-forming,’ Weltbildend. “As projec ng, understanding is the kind of Being of Dasein in
which it is its possibili es as possibili es.”18 Dasein embodies plas sche Kra 19 enabled by the
clearing.
If indeed ontological possibility, a realm of openness (ein Oﬀenheitsbereich), “ontological
wiggle-room,”20 did evolve, how did it evolve?
Richard Lewon n (1929-2021) opposed the research programs of sociobiology and evolu onary
psychology insofar as they partake of the adapta onist program: i.e., telling plausible but too
o en spurious just-so stories of speciﬁc adap ve selec on for this or that feature of human
emo on, cogni on, and ins tu ons.21 In an interview with David Sloan Wilson a few years ago
Lewon n even opined that human being is such a far-out hapax phainomenon that it’s best le
apart from the study of evolu on:
“I think that the evolu on of this thing that’s in our cranium, however it
happened, has changed all the rules for the history of the species, for its biology,
for everything about it. I mean, ra onal thought and the kind of communica on
we have with human language, as opposed to the stereotypical communica on
of other animals, has really made a fantas c change in the condi ons of life and
the rates of reproduc on of individual types and so on. I would say human
evolu on is in that sense unique because of the possibility of: a) the details of
communica on; b) the no on of historical memory; well, everything about
human thought. I really do think that if we want to understand evolu on, the
ﬁrst species we should keep out of our considera on is Homo sapiens. I’m sorry,
but that’s the way it is for me.”22
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“However it happened”—by adapta on? In the sense of “Natural selec on shap[ing] the
character for a current use”?23 In light of cri ques of the adapta onist program perhaps a more
credible view is that ontological possibility is a ‘nonapta on’: “A character whose origin cannot
be ascribed to the direct ac on of natural selec on . . . [that] is coopted for a current use.”24 In
Lewon n’s words, “some traits arise simply as a structural byproduct of selec on on other
traits,” and in 1979 Gould designated these structural byproducts with the architectural term
‘spandrel.’25
According to Gould a spandrel is no part of the plan; it emerges at the physical intersec on of
components which are part of the plan. Spandrels are “the tapering triangular spaces formed
by the intersec on of two rounded arches at right angles.”26 A biological example of a spandrel
in Gould’s sense is the chin, which in Lewon n’s words
“grows rela vely larger in human beings, whereas both infant and adult apes are
chinless. A empts to explain the human chin as a speciﬁc adapta on selected to
grow larger failed to be very convincing. Finally it was realized that in an
evolu onary sense the chin does not exist! There are two growth ﬁelds in the
lower jaw: the dentary ﬁeld, which is the bony structure of the jaw, and the
alveolar ﬁeld, in which the teeth are set. Both the dentary and the alveolar ﬁelds
do show neoteny. They have both become smaller in the human evolu onary
line. The alveolar ﬁeld has shrunk somewhat faster than the dentary one,
however, with the result that a ‘chin’ appears as a pure consequence of the
rela ve regression rates of the two growth ﬁelds.”27
So it may be that ontological possibility – die Lichtung, das Oﬀene, and so forth – does not exist
in an evolu onary sense; only manifes ng at the intersec on of other ﬁelds (capaci es,
facul es) which are subject to selec on (vision, memory, social assessment,28 wotnot).29
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Howsoever it originally irrupted, the subsequent history of ontological possibility manifests
Hegel’s Urphänomen – “all that is has contradic on at its base, which Hegel asserts o en and in
mul ple ways”30 – through various avatars: peripeteia in Aristotle’s sense,31 Freud’s two kinds of
an the cal drives,32 jeopardy in Hirschman’s sense,33 complexity-induced collapse in Tainter’s
sense,34 and morbidity from allostasis in Sterling and Eyer’s sense.35 In Lewon n’s terms “a
general principle of historical development of any system: that the condi ons which make
possible the coming into being of a state of the system are abolished by that state.”36
Lewon n therefore writes that the Red Queen hypothesis
“is not the same as a construc onist view of the organism and its environment
[namely, that organism and environment change one another37]. Even if the
external world is changing in ways that are completely independent of the
organisms, organisms will s ll have to run to keep up. The construc onist view is
that the world is changing because the organisms are changing. The Red Queen’s
running only makes the problem worse.”38
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Accelera ng, by ontological possibility, the Red Queen’s running only makes the problem
worsen faster. The most powerful oﬀspring of ontological possibility, planetary technology, has
quickened the Red Queen’s pace to the point that aboli on of the condi ons of possibility of
ontological possibility draws near, in evolu onary me just over the horizon. In Darwin’s words,
“A er the lapse of me, under changing condi ons of life, if any part comes to be injurious, it
will be modiﬁed; or if it be not so, the being will become ex nct, as myriads have become
ex nct.”39 So “That is the real peripeteia, not any mere changing chance of circumstance; more
tragic than all the tragedies of accident is the truth that, as Zeus observed long ago, men undo
themselves.”40 In the jargon we’ve been using here, ontological possibility undoes itself.
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